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Peterson's
ticket wins
by landslide
by Catherine Hoehn
staff reporter

In his campaign (or Undergraduate Student Government
president, Tim Peterson said his
highest goal would be to maintain an image of being "just another student."
Having been
elected president in last
week's election, Peterson
maintained
that image
over the weekend.
Peterson, a
member of the Peterson
Sigma Phi Epsilon. participated in the Delta
Upsilon Bike Race over the
weekend, clad in jeans, tank top,
jacket and red bandana — far
from the typical image of a USG
president.
Peterson said, however, he
thinks it is important for him to
remain active in student and
Greek activities.
"I'm notputting myself on a
pedestal. That completely misses the whole point of the position," he said. "In the right
light, I will put on the coat and

US Navy
attacks

Iranians

tie, if the situation dictates the
need for that kind of dress."
He said a few students stopped
him at the biking event to voice
concerns regarding USG, such
as parking and lighting on campus.
"I think that's great. That
tells me I was approachable,"
he said.
Perhaps Peterson and
Meyer's "approachability"
aided in their landslide victory
of 1,479 votes in Wednesday's
and Thursday's elections tor
USG president and vice president. Craig Taliaferro/Jeff
Fitzgibbons received 804 votes
and candidates Eric Rathbum/Lisa Zollins had 275 votes.
Ballots cast totaled 2,450.
Peterson said he and Meyers
are preparing for the administrative transition, by meeting
with the current USG president,
vice president and faculty adviser, to learn more about what
thepositions entail.
The first project will be to
"start up a new system of opinion-gathering'' to take the place
of the Action Reaction program.
A second goal being Implemented is the faculty evaluat
1
o
n
■
[j See USG elections, page 7.

Trumpeting tirade

Staff says 'no' to bill

682 vote down divestment
by Tim Maloney
copy editor

University students voted against divestment in
the USG election held last week.
By a count of 682-609, students voted that the
BGSU Foundation should not divest its interests in
South Africa.
Jim Perry, USG vice-president and chair of the
opinions and elections board, said he will draft a
resolution presenting the results to the general assembly of USG Thursday night. A vote will then
determine the official position of the Undergraduate Student Government on the divestment issue.
"It has been the policy of this administration to
follow the wishes of the student body, and I expect
we will stay consistent and vote for investment,"
Perry said. "We will be the only official body on
campus to take that stance."
The 7J-vote margin is large enough for USG to
act, according to Perry.
"If it were really close, we wouldn't take a

BG News/Mark Thalman

Wynton Marsalis. an award winning ja« performer, jams on his trumpet at the first of two Saturday evening shows in Kobacker Hall, Marsalis. whose band won a 1988 Grammy award for best instrumental for a
group, played before packed houses both shows as the culmination of the College of Musical Arts' Jazz
Week. The show was sponsored by the University Activities Organization.

stand. But I would call this a substantial margin,"
he said.
The USG constitution says 10 percent of the student body must vote in order for an issue to be valid. However, the vote will be used even though
1,291 students voted, short of the 1,700 that would
be required to meet the 10 percent.
"In my opinion, the ballot is a perfectly legitimate tool for USG to vote on," Perry said. "This
may, as far as the Foundation is concerned, close
their minds on the issue. And I wouldn't blame
them for that."
Ashel Bryan, president of the BGSU Foundation,
said he "would argue for honoring that student
vote. Now, some people would say if the vote was
the other way around, would I support that? Yes, I
would have honored that vote."
The next meeting of the Foundation's board of
trustees is May 10.
"It (the vote) will have an effect, they will take it
into consideration," Bryan said.
D See Divestment, page 3.

Classified workers defeat proposal by 3-1 margin
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

The classifed staff will continue to work under the University's current system after defeating a proposal listing a new pay
structure and job description
last week.
By nearly a 3-1 margin, classified staff voted 672-275 against
House Bill 309, which gives Ohio
universities the authority to adjust wages. If the bill was approved, it would not have affected vacation pay and holiday
pay, which are under Ohio Civil

Allgeier gets master prize
by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

The recipient of the University's 1988 Master Teacher
Award, the highest award given
for teaching, was named Monday.
Elizabeth
Rice Allgeier,
University
professor of
psychology,
won the award
based on her
teaching of
philosophy,
personal interviews and _
classroom ob- Allgeier
servation.

She was presented with the
award at the Alumni Association
and Undergraduate Alumni Association Outstanding High
School Junior Awards Banquet
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Allgeier received $1,000 cash,
a personal plaque, and her name
will be placed on a plaque in the
MUeti Alumni Center.
"My goal is to stimulate students to develop the capacity for
the kind of critical thinking
needed to identify and examine
their assumptions," Allgeier
said in her essay to the award
committee.
She said she wants her students to gain the motivation,
confidence, skills and knowl-

Tuesday
DCesar Chavez, an organizer of farm
laborers, spoke on campus yesterday,
see story page four.
DA special clinic for handicapped
children Is held regularly through the
semester, see story page six.
□The softball and baseball teams are
both at home today, see story page nine.

edge needed to tackle both intellectual and personal problems
on their own after graduation.
Allgeier said she enjoys teaching because she is able to satisfy
her earlier goals in clinical psychology, but with a larger group.
"I am delighted when I see my
students begin to apply knowledge and evaluate processes
that we have discussed in class
to their own personal dilemmas
or to particular intellectual
questions," Allgeier said.
She said her greatest pleasure
occurs when some of her students became similarly interested in and delighted with, the

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) —
The U.S. Navy Monday destroyed two offshore Iranian oil
flatforms, sank a defending
ranian patrol boat and bombed
an Iranian navy frigate. Iran attacked oil facilities off Shariah
and fired on at least two U.S.
vessels.
The American attack on the
Persian Gulf oil platforms came
in retaliation for a mine explosion that tore a hole in an American frigate last week, injuring
10 crewmen.
Also Monday, Iran said the
United States had entered the
Iran-Iraq war, charging that
U.S. helicopters supported an
Iraqi land offensive in the Faw
Peninsula.
The White House said three
VS. warships blasted each
Iranian platform. No American
casualties were reported in the
U.S. attacks, and the Iranians
fled prior to the shelling, the
White House said.
About seven hours after the oil
Elatform attack, the 310-foot
•anian frigate Sahand "was noticed closing rapidly upon three
U.S. warships, said Dan Howard, the Pentagon's chief
spokesman.
The Iranian warship then
fired upon three U.S. aircraft on
patrol in the Strait of Hormuz,
the entrance to the gulf.

process of teaching.
Allgeier's research on human
sexuality is nationally known,
and she is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Society
for the Scientific Study of Sex
(SSSS).
She has co-authored and
edited books on human sexuality, including "Sexual Interactions," which she and her husband co-wrote.
Allgeier has professional
membership with the American
Psychological Association, the
Midwestern Psychological Association, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science and Sigma Xi.

Service.
There were 1,139 classified
staff at the University and Firelands Campus, in Huron, who
were eligible to vote. University
President Paul Olscamp said
the result speaks for itself
—classified staff were overwhelmingly opposed to House
Bill 309. and the current structure will be continued.
"I was willing to accept
whatever came out of it (the
election)," Olscamp said. "The
309 Committee (at the University) deserves to be congratulated
for its hard work, and the work
will benefit the University."

Olscamp said because of the
committee's work, the University knows more about what classified staff does and how the
University's structure compares with other firms within
the 30-mile radius.
Chris Sexton, member of the
309 Committee and business
manager at WBGU-TV channel
27, said the classified staff appears to be satisfied with the
current system although comments were negative before the
elections.
Sexton said some classified
staff stated that they did not like
the University's structure;
C See Classified, page 7.

Demjanjuk guilty
of Nazi war crimes
JERUSALEM (AP) - Retired Ohio autoworker John Demjanjuk was convicted Monday of Nazi war crimes by an Israeli
court that said mere was no doubt he was "Ivan the Terrible,"
a sadistic death camp guard who ran gas chambers that killed
858,800 Jews.
The three-judge court convicted Demjanjuk of the four
counti against htm: war crimes, crimes against the Jewish
people, crimes against humanity and crimes against persecuted people.
Demjanjuk, 88, listened to the guilty verdict from a cot in a
cell next to the courtroom. Six police officers had carried him
mere feet first after he said he was unable to sit down because
of a back Injury.
The Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk, who lived in suburban
Cleveland before his extraction to Israel In 1988, could face the
death penalty when he is sentenced April 28. Observers have
said it was more likely he would receive life imprisonment

News in Brief
BG city officials levy fine
for parking on the grass
Parking on the grass is not good for your lawn —
or your wallet.
Municipal administrator Wes Hoffman said city
officials are now ticketing cars parked on the
grass throughout the city instead of sending letters
to violators.
"This is part of an overall program to improve
the housing stock in the city, he said. "The mudholes created (by parking on the grass) contribute
to the unsightliness of properties.
The misdemeanor will cost the offender $5;

however, Hoffman said council may be consider- arships apply only to the University.
ing raising the amount in the next few months.
All competitors will receive a $150 book scholarship applicable to their freshman year at the University.
Richelle Frabotta, student chairwoman of the
banquet, said all high schools in Northwestern
Two high school juniors won scholarships Mon- Ohio were contacted, and guidance counselors
day at the Alumni Association and Undergraduate were asked to pick an outstanding junior, using the
Alumni Association Outstanding High School Jun- requirement of a 3.5 grade point average as a
ior Awards Banquet.
Jeffrey Draeger, Fremont Ross High School,
The Undergraduate Alumni Association asked
won full payment of fees for four years and James
Heidelberg, Toledo DeVilbiss High School, won the students to write an essay, complete a queshalf payment of fees for four years. The schol- tionnaire and an activities sheet, Frabotta said.

High school students win
scholarships at banquet

"
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Representative A modest proposal reiterated
sample needed
By Loring Crepeau

To divest or not to divest — this has been the
question. Out of 1,291 students responding, 682
answered "no."
With a margin of 73 students voting for investment in South Africa, the Undergraduate Student Government, which asked students whether
the Bowling Green Foundation should or should not
divest, may become the first official organization
on campus to take an anti-divestment stance.
But to make this issue valid under the USG constitution, about 400 more votes would have been
needed to reach the required 10 percent of the student body.
Even so, the general assembly will be voting to
take a stand on the issue during their Thursday
meeting and are expected to vote according to their
perception of the student voice.
Instead of various groups on campus voting on
invalidated resolutions and circulating petitions in
order to reflect their perception of student opinion
on divestment, an accurate and representative
sample of the student voice on this issue should be
taken.
Because these groups are working to guide the
Foundation's decision on the divestment issue, the
goal of gaining a representative sample of the student body should not be taken lightly.
As stated by the USG vice president, Jim Perry,
"This may, as far as the foundation is concerned,
close their minds on the issue."
But should their minds be closed before all the
votes are in?
Foundation president Ashel Bryan said the vote,
as it currently stands, will be taken into consideration.
Therefore, as USG guidelines dictate, 10 percent
of the student body should be polled before findings
are presented to the Foundation.

Can you say reactance? Sure.
I knew you could.
Reactance is a psychological
term which describes how a person, realizing that someone is
trying to influence his or her behavior, will act in precisely the
opposite manner. In recent
news, we hear that the University's administration wants to regulate the behavior of graduating students during the formal
ceremony. Good luck. In light of
all this controversy. I humbly
offer two means whereby the
behavior of graduates might be
more "appropriate;" neither of
these strategies, however, includes sanctioning those behaviors.
First off, I agree with the students who have advocated
having a good time at graduation. You're right. Graduation is
a celebration, a rite of passage,
and it should be something
which is indelibly etched on your
memory. Graduates should feel
unfettered by ordained behavioral restriction, and should be
totally free to express all the
Joy, hope and gratitude that inevitably wells up in the midst of
all the pomp and circumstance.
By attending a fun and meaningful graduation ceremony, the
memories of college life are
sweetened by that final parting
shot at graduation. When we
realize that we have survived
(and even excelled in) classes
which provided honestly challenging course work, that also
instills a sense of pride and accomplishment concerning our

careers here.
Perhaps one of the reasons
why students might become unruly at graduation is because for
many of them graduation represents no more than a longawaited escape from four years
of drudgery and boredom.
Therefore, it seems that an obvious way to entice graduating
students to behave with more
dignity and decorum at graduation is to give the students more
reasons to invest pride in the degrees which they are receiving
from BGSU. In other words,
some really tough academic and
personal challenges need to be
provided and conquered by students of BGSU, in order for them
to be proud of the degrees which
they take away from here. But
we also have to consider the
commencement ceremony itself, in order to fully appreciate
why students may act the way
they do.
The students' rowdy behavior
might prevent others who wish
to from hearing the speaker at
the podium. But how much of
what is traditionally said at the
lectern on that day is important
to the students? For graduating
seniors, this is the least approEriate place to hear what sounds
ke, and often amounts to, a lecture. The speaker which is selected for graduation is often boring and pedantic, and for the
graduating senior sitting
through such torture on a warm
and breezy spring day, while at
the same time calling it a celebration, is counterintuitive as
hell. Nothing could encourage
students to act out more. This
leads to my second suggestion.

What we need at graduation is a
speaker who a) is someone the
students can identify with, and
b) says something toe students
can really appreciate. This is
their moment of glory, their
day, and it should be presented
to them as such.
When we had William F.
Buckley and Fred ("Mister")
Rogers together as speakers at
graduation last May, one presentation was too stiff and dry,
while the other presentation
lacked substance. Although we
can't hybridize these two men,
P)le do exist who would esseny epitomize just this kind of
mix. What would be ideal would
be someone who is a) intelligent
and educated (but not gorged
and inundating), and b) young
enough (in actual years or in
spirit) to relate well to the students and who remains sensitive
about what that day represents
to graduating seniors. Therefore, let's seriously consider the
idea of getting Craig Hergert to
speak at graduation this year.
No joke. Really, I think it's a
great idea, and I'll tell you why.
Everyone who reads the BG
News knows Craig, at least in
terms of his visage and his wit.
In his weekly column, Craig en;es our thinking caps and
—Jes our funny bones, using a
writing style that is neither lofty
or fluffy. Further, Craig croons
us with his renditions of Bob Dylan songs while singing with the
Sex Beatles, demonstrating his
artistic and entertaining flair.
Only Craig is a good enough
singer to salvage the Sex Beatles'^ cacophonic bleatings. Also,
those of you who have seen

President has not refused to
Slant the Peace Pole on campus
ut has refused its permanent
placement or the placement of
anything else, for that matter,
before it has been reviewed by
the proper groups on campus.
Again, if you had taken the
time to call the office directly or
in some way inform yourself of
the facts before writing to the
BG News, then your correspondence would have reflected accurately.

ThetaFest editorials
provided balance

1

Letters
Phone survey biased
in favor of Gillmor
I received a phone call one
evening (in late March) from
Wilson Communication, a division of Market Opinion
Research. The call was a poll for
the congressional race,
however, it only mentioned two
candidates. If your "vote" was
not for Mr. Gillmor, the caller
gave a short statement definitely in favor of Paul Gillmor and
against Bob Latta.
Then the caller asked if you
would like to "vote" for Paul
Gillmor or Bob Latta, stressing
Paul Gillmor. If you asked about
the third candidate they would
say they had a place to vote for
"others". This poll, obviously by
Paul Gillmor, did not recognize
Rex Damschroder as a candidate by not giving his name.
After reading about the calls
in the newspaper, I thought Mr.
Gillmor would change the call to
represent all three candidates,
or at least add a political disclaimer as a promotional advertisment. Mr. Gillmor made
no change in the opinion
research poll still omitting Rex
Damschroder's name and allowing Wilson Communication to
continue the biased poll.
We as Republicans are just
overcoming the Iran Contra
problem and the Watergate
problem. We do not need
someone in Congress who is willing to bias and misrepresent a
"poll" or "survey" of the voters
(actually they did not ask if you
were a registered voter only if
you were over 18). We need
someone who will work for us
and strive to use true facts to
represent our district.
I think it is time for Mr. Gillmor to publicly recognize Mr.

Damschroder as a qualified
candidate for Congress.
We, the people, Finally have an
opportunity to elect an experienced business man, who is interested in the growth and vitality of this district and the
United States by being responsible for the decisions made.
My vote is for Rex Damschroder.
Calvin Gibbs
4380CR175
Clyde, Ohio

Unsupported attack
was irresponsible
Upon reading Miss Erikson's
Slitical dissertation in (April 7,
r News), a few criticisms
come quickly to mind For instance, let us discuss the paradoxical use of a pit bull terrier
named "Buster" as the literary
construct in which she espoused
her political views and opinions
of university administration. It
seems ironic, does it not, that a
symbol typically associated
with aggressive behavior and
often violent actions (such as
mauling children, perhaps?) is
used ever so creatively to support world peace.
But rather than nitnick at
Miss Erikson's choice of literary
symbols, we think it rather more
appropriate to discuss the irreverent, uncalled for, and essentially juvenile way in which she
accused Paul Olscamp of allowing a petty personal squabble to
interfere with his judgment regarding affairs of interest to the
entire university community. Of
course, we are referring to the
manner in which she cited a personal dislike between Dr. Olscamp and Peace Coalition
President Diane Docis as a
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prime reason for the infamous
Peace Pole veto.
We deign to suggest that the
cause of world peace would be
better served by ambassadors
that refrained from indulging in
cutting, vitriolic, unsupported
and unsupportable attacks upon
those with political ideologies
that differ from their own. But in
closing, we think it only appropriate to suggest that an unsupported attack on President Olscamp could never have been
admitted into print without the
approval of the BG News editorial staff. We should hope that in
the future, unfortunate incidents
such as this will be averted
through the use of more responsible journalism.

A. I. Milliron
Director, Auxiliary Support
Services

The Brothers of Theta Chi
Fraternity would like to commend the BG News for its effective news and editorial coverage
of our continued efforts to conduct a university/community
event. We, thereby, reject the
claim of Lester E. Barber that
one such editorial was "crude,
insensitive, and dangerous."
The articles and editorials of
the BG News provided the added
feedback necessary to balance
the needs and concerns conveyed by the students and the

Craig doing his stand-up comedy
routine know that the guy can be
very funny in person. Finally,
Craig has already indicated his
willingness to speak at graduation, and has priced all the other
candidates right out of competition for the job.
I think that the administration
is doing itself and this year's
graduating class a huge disservice. The University would save
money by cancelling the contract with what's-his-name (the
one who is scheduled to speak),
and the students could hear
Craig's entertaining words.
Graduates would probably attend to Craig's talk because it
would be humanely brief and
humorously sensitive. Moreover, it's likely that Craig would
also instill in those students a
sense of pride in their accomplishment, and a sense of realistic hope in their future pursuits
in the world.
The administration could
make it a tradition every year to
hire a speaker who is really in
touch with student existence in
general, and with this campus
community in particular, provide the graduation address. Although the words which would
be delivered at the commencement might be less elegant than
those of a professionally-paid
speaker, the address might
create a higher sense of decorum, and transform the graduation ceremony into a valuable
and treasured memory for those
students who have finally made
it to the top.

Crepeau is a teaching fellow in
psychology.

community. Additionally, the
editorial that was considered
"threatening" by Barber was,
instead, an accurate reflection
of the frustration expressed by
the student body. The rejection
of Barber's request of the BG
News to retract the editorial further confirmed the support and,
therefore, our commitment to
the university and the community jto develop a successful event.
Therefore, due to the growing
support of the university, the
community and the BG News,
the Theta rest will no longer be
just a good idea. They said it
could not happen...but you said
it would; Theta Fest'88.

MarkEmmert
347 Chapman Hall
Brian McNeil
45 Rodgers Quadrangle

'Callous' president is
inaccurate statement
ToMr.BrockVlsnich:
This letter is in response to
your correspondence to the Editor of theBG News, Wednesday,
April 6,1988. Your letter was entitled "Olscamp is 'callous' college president. The statement
that President Paul Olscamp is
a "callous" administrator reflects lack of understanding of
the University presidency and
no familiarity with the individual. A statement such as yours
should be made about another
individual only after time has
been taken and efforts pursued
to get to know that individual.
You obviously have not done
that.
Your criticisms take his
statements out of context. For
example, concerning the
request of the off-campus student center, that the president
look into or explore the possibility of getting housing for the
length of a semester, you assume that the President did not
follow through with his investigation as promised you and
other members of the offcampus center. The president
did investigate. You left no address after the president's meeting with your group, therefore,
he was unable to contact you
directly.
Again, with respect to "walking and "not a parking problem" on the campus, you have
taken his statement out of context. In fact there are more
parking spaces than are being
used. This does not mean that
the president is not concerned or
aware of the walking distance
and the sometimes inclement
weather during which people
sometimes walk. Further, with
respect to the Peace Pole, the
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Local
AIDS easily prevented
by Beth Church
staff reporter

Although Ohio will report over
5,000 cases of AIDS by 1991, the
chief of Ohio's Bureau of Preventive Medicine said he is not
worried the disease will ever run
rampant.
Dr. Thomas
Halpin said,
during a presentation Friday in McFall
Center, education is the best
way to prevent
the disease.
"AIDS is
very, very Dr H,| |n
easy to preP
vent," Halpin said, speaking to
both students and area healthcare providers.
"Healthy people can be
firotected, if they know the
acts."
Halpin said college campuses

are one of the places to begin
preventing the spread of AIDS.
"College students are a potential risk population, but there is
a lot of good, open exchange on a
campus. And that's exactly
what's needed —discussion," he
said.
A study completed earlier this
month revealed there are 763
cases of AIDS currently in Ohio,
with the majority centered in
metropolitan areas, Halpin said.
Many Ohio residents have
gone to other states to be diagnosed, however, so Halpin estimates the actual number is
closer to 1,000. This makes Ohio
the 14th highest state in the nation for AIDS cases, he said.
Nationally, about 50,000 cases
of AIDS have been reported.
New York, California, Texas,
Florida and Illinois, all states
with fairly large homosexual
populations, report the highest
number of cases, Halpin said.
Although Halpin said he does
not predict scientists will de-

velop an immediate vaccine for
the disease, he does feel healthcare providers are becoming
better at treating it.
"New medicines can clear up
the infections, so victims are.
able to go out and live seminormal lives for at least a little
while," he said.
Halpin said there are three
transmission patterns for AIDS
— through sexual contact;
through infected blood or blood
products; or from a mother to a
newborn baby.
To cut down on the risk of contracting AIDS through sexual
contact, Halpin recommended
using a contraceptive device to
decrease the exchange of body
fluids.
"There have been situations,
though, where people did get
AIDS even after using a condom," he said.
Halpin also suggested using a
spermicide, especially nonoxynol 9 which kills the AIDS virus
on contact.

Cut
Guys always $6.00
JllO.OO|Reg. $12.00
Mon & Tues 9-6
(inc. shampoo & finish)
Wed - Fri
Sat

Lube. OH
* Filter
UptoSqtt. 10W-30oil

9-8
9-4

143 W. Wooster 353-3281
Soups:

"We want to focus on all the aspects of AIDS," said Willis,
who will teach the class along with Dr. Joahua Kaplan, director
of the Student Health Center.
Although the course i« designed for students in health areas,
Willia said it will be open to all majors.
"We wwt all students to be exposed to the information availabieabout AIDS," be said.
Anticipating a Urge class, Willis said, the college is planning
to bringta guest apeakerefwma«M^calO)HMe()f^o7lP
ruversfty faculty members and perhaps even AIDS patients.
Wiffis said the level of the course has been undecided, but it
will be directed toward undergraduate students.
"We may be one of the finrtinftttnticns to offer a class like
this," he s*W.
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Air Conditioning
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A new course to be offered next fall will give students •
chance to team about AIDS, according to the Dean of the College of Health and Human Services.
Clyde Willis said the one-hour course will cover legal aspects
of AIDS, current research and the impact of the disease on the

CAB CARE CENTER

Engine Tune-up
4 cylinder 41.95
6 cylinder 45.95
8 cylinder 49.95

. Continued from page 1.
Disraeli Hutton, president of
the Progressive Student Organization, said the vote would not
have an effect on his organization's efforts for divestment.
"There is no doubt in my mind
that these voters are not aware
of the full issue of divestment,"
Hutton said. "We at the PSO will
not be deterred. This will take
time."
Bryan said he welcomes the
continuing debate over the
divestment issue. "Nothing will
stop them (the PSO); I've seen
the look in their eyes."
Hutton said USG should not
accept the student vote.
"A significant section of the
USG leadership is for divestment," he said. "If the leaders
realize what's going on. they
should provide enough information for the student body, and I
don't think they're doing that."
Perry and Bryan disagreed,
saying the students tried to educate themselves about the issue.
"I would congratulate the students for making an effort to
educate themselves before the
vote," Bryan said.

by Beth Church
uaff reporter

H^.§.,J^°Pll*-ff£riJL-

Has the look that
you want.

Divestment

New class to study
fatal disease in fall

EARL BROS.

Hair Unlimited

|Explres4/30/88B
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test & check »0«5
system

Padl or Shoes
Installed. Metallic
podi & additional
parti extra.

Brake Job

TONIGHT!

W195

THE PHEASANT ROOM ■ 2nd ROOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials
Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

IH.H-. Warrant,
MOOT CAM

f. ITt.tS

*.(•

Offer Expires 4/27/88

1

Bring in this ad & receive 10°'o oil any otner service!

P

Subs:

RESUMES
$14.95

Wash"n"Cut"
now
only
with this coupon
Walk-ins Welcome

$7

^

Get a resume that can do the job! With
Kmko s Laser Typesetting service, you get
Professional results and save money, too!

kinkcs
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

354-3977
Salads:

Soups:

Snacks:

Subs:

Hair Fashions
124 W. Wooster
expires May 15, 1988
352-2611
rvi ■< . J>J-*<->*Jt~'3*

HEY YOU!
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iou aurr /unite
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ItTcxiAGreatQffer
Rom FifthThirdTb Get
]VfeTbFlayAgain.
Announcing the Fifth Third challenge. Here's
the deal:
Six M^ths-NbNfcnthry Service Charge
Open a new One Account and you'll enjoy the
benefits of the area's best checking plans - free personalized checks, loan discounts, free traveler's checks,
a Jeanie® card and much more. And, when you open
any checking account between now and May 31,1988,
you'll enjoy the first six months without the regular
monthly service charge.
ACredit CarcfWith No Annual Fee
When you open your new Fifth Third checking
account, you can get a VISA® or MasterCard®, upon
qualification, with no annual fee in 1988.
Stop by any Fifth Third Banking Center or call
for more information.
Take the challenge and switch today!

WIHCS

(*Ctf>t SIMMY)
IZmmimum bteucJurJc-jlery XTRA
GOOD FOR IN HOUSE ONLY

SPCCIAl MtCtD
CANADIANS
on Lap & in bottles
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STATE MIIM BEER
TO GO TILL 2:00
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Applications
for

The Obsidian
editor
are being accepted
through
5 p.m.. April 27

FIFTH THIRD BANK
OF HORTHWFSTERN OHIO
%4fK>y*i AiUX'*nON

Putting People First.
The Tradition Continues...

1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio
354-1592
'IMI» Thrill Mate WC Mortem. S|«»».>| US hi I !» Oil
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Apply at 214 West Hall
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Council OKs CIFW head speaks of struggle
reservoir bid
by Tim Baker
staff reporter

by Judy Imracl
asMstant city editor

City Council took another
step toward building a reservoir at the water treatment
plant during Monday's meeting.
An ordinance authorizing
the city to advertise for bids
for a contract to build the reservoir was unanimously approved. The approximately
|2.9 million project also includes improvements on the
River Road water treatment
plant, and the building of sludge lagoons.
"This (advertising for bids)
is another step in the legal
process we must follow before we can start the actual
work," said Tom Anderson,
councilman at-large.
Anderson said the reservoir, being a storage tank,
will be a type of insurance
policy for the city.
"If some kind of spill
occurs on the (Maumee)
river, well be able to wait
things out until the pollution
passes on down," he said.
Dave Barber, director of

public works, said in an earlier interview the facility
would provide a 30-day supply
of fresh drinking water.
The reservoir will also give
the city's water a chance to
settle, hopefully improving
its flavor and making it
clearer, Anderson said.
The reservoir is expected to
be in service by the spring of
1990.
In other business, council
adopted an ordinance for the
issuance of notes to eventually pay for the aerial tower fire
truck recently acquired by
the city's fire division.
The ladder on the truck
reaches 10 stories.
The low bid on the notes,
made in anticipation of the issuance of bonds for the truck,
was from Fifth Third Bank
with a rate of 5.33 percent.
Council also approved the
city's and the utility department's memberships in the
Bowling Green Community
Development Foundation, set
up to entice industry to the
area.
The foundation is now in the
process of collecting $10,000
in pledges for seats on its
board of trustees.

When introduced as having
the "religious mystique of
Ghandi," Cesar Chavez rolled
his eyes and grinned.

The middle-aged founder of
the United Farm Workers spoke
Monday, the final day of Hispanic Awareness Week, at Offenhauer Towers on his latest
struggle to win collective bargaining rights and safety regulations for migrant farm

The title of Chavez's presentation, "The Wrath of Grapes,"
is a play on the John Steinbeck
novel, The Grapes of Wrath, and
refers to the widespread use of
five "proven" lethal pesticides
on California grapes.
The UFW and Chavez came to
the University to win support for
"The Wrath of Grapes Boycott,"
for California grapes.
He said the recent rash of
childhood cancer cases in
McFarlaad and Fowler, California have been attributed to
"some kind of pesticide."
Attempts to win support from
the United States Congress, the
California State Congress, California Gov. George Deukmejian
and President Reagan have
failed and that going to consumers of the grapes with a boycott was the "last resort," he
said.

BG News/Paul Vemon

Cesar Chavez
wmw&i

MERCURY TRACER

$219.

Looking great anytime
or place takes work and
a terrific wardrobe of
workout clothes...sleek
and stretchy styles that
are as fun to wear as
they are fashionable!

60 MOS FINANCING O 12 0%
THROUGH FORD MOTOR CREDIT
TAXES AND TITLE EiCBA

COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM
PRE-APPROVED CREDIT
NO CASH DOWN PAYMENT
NO COSIGNER NEEDED
NO PAYMENT UNTIL AUGUST
OFFER GOOD TO MAY 10th AT

Leotards, tightsLegwarmers-etc.
Now thru Sat.
All 40%-75% Off

She
&owJe* @uff

525 Ridge

WALTER

XINCOLN MERCURY
1600 N COUNTYLINE FOSTORIA, OHIO

Summer/Fall
Apartments/Houses
Available
706 Second St.

• Efficiency fum
2 BR Fum.
9 mo. a summer lease

211 S. College

• Unit B-summer/fall
-summer rates avail.

517 E Reed

• 2 BR; $430 furnished
$400 unfurn - entire summer

707-711 Third
716-719 Third
723-727 Third

• summer/fall
• 1 BR furnished or unfurnished
• $370 for entire summer

402 High

• 2 BR unfurnished
$350 for entire summer

120 Stale SI

• 1 BR unfurnished

449-455
S. Enterprise

435-8131 CALL COLLECT

ITS,

• 1 BR fum./unfurn.
summer/fall
$350 for entire summer
• 2 BR furnished
summer/fail
$375 for entire summer

831 Seventh

• 2 BR furnished
summer/fan
$375 for entire summer

839 Seventh

• 1 Br unfurnished

summer/fall

854 Eighth

• 1 BR unlurnished

summer/fall

Form) Apartments
-853 Napoleon
-751 High
-849 Napoleon
-851 Napoleon

• 2BR
furnished/unfurnished
summer/fall
$375 for entire summer

Cambridge Commons

259 S Proapect

• 36 Brand New
2 BR 1 112 Bath
Unfurnished Apartments
slove. refrig . dishwasher
425 per mo. plus elect.
Located on S. College
(1/2 block North of Napoleon)
avail. Aug.

One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.

Burlington Optical

319 E. Wooster
Office Hours: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

or

352-6553

In 1970, the UFW organized
another consumer boycott of
grapes in order to be recognized
as a union and to be able to collectively bargain, both of which
they achieved.
Chavez said at that time, the
UFW had DDT, a lethal pesticide, contractually banned, two
years before the Environmental
Protection Agency banned the
product nationwide.
However, Chavez said,
Deukmejian has undone much of

5&»W
%<55»«&Sr
* JK.

THE

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
is
proud to announce the 1987-88
PHI BETA KAPPA INITIATES

Todd Bierley
James Clemens
Shirlee Cook
Steven Cousino
Nicole Cunningham
Darrel Crane
Scott Diehri
Kathryn Dow
Lorna Fleck
Christopher Gaskins
John Gunn
Jane Kayser
Benet Lauber
Lynda Layton
Anne-Marie Long
Ramona Majikas

Lori Mertel
Brian Mitchell
William Paxton
Linda Popovich
Elizabeth Rice
Lora Sakal
Jodi Schimmel
Marianne Schrembeck
Greg Shellenbarger
Rebecca Sponsler
Walter Squire
Ross Taliano
Colleen Walsh
Sheri Warehime
•
Jennifer Young
Julie Zacharias

•
•
•
•

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

GREENBRIAR

INC.

You must be comptetey satisfied or we wW return your money.

• 2 BR Fum.
Duplex avail. Aug.

John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260

"We need to stop the farmers
madness at the marketplace,"
Chavez said about the boycott.
According to Chavez, pesticide poisoning and farm
workers' rights nave been ignored by the government for the
last 20 years.

the UFW's progress by ignoring
labor laws because of his strong
political connections with $14
billion agricultural industry in
that state.
Chavez said that "Deukmejian stopped enforcing laws" by
allowing the corporate farmers
to ignore California labor laws
and thereby prohibiting secret
ballots and free elections in the
union, Chavez said.
He said farmers are being
threatened, beaten and killed
when they try to hold elections to
union positions. In 1983, Rene
Lopez, a farm worker, was shot
in the face and killed by a corporate farm employee after he
voted in a secret election, according to a video on the subject
produced by the UFW.
The reason for the violence
and the refusal to hold free elections, according to Chavez, is
because the corporate farmers
do not want to discontinue the
use of the five pesticides, which
is a goal of the UFW.
Chavez said equally important
as the poisoning of the grape
S'ckers are the unknown, longrm effects on consumers of the
grapes. He said these effects are
accumulative and undetectable
until it is too late.
He said only recently has the
topic of pesticide poisoning been
noticed. "The EPA finally considers pesticides their most urgent problem."
However, Chavez said the
EPA is not doing much to solve
it
"How can you set tolerance
levels (for a poison) regardless
of age, health or amount of consumption? It is done to lull consumers into false safety,"
Chavez said.
Chavez said the UFW's struggle grows "with the growing
number of wakes and funerals
we attend.
"What court will hear the case
of a dead worker?" he asked.
"Until our demands of decency
are met, we will continue 'The
Wrath of Grapes Boycott.'"

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!

Aug.-May
$300/mo.

649 Sixth

workers in California.
Chavez, the son of migrant
farm workers, began his fight
for workers' rights in 1962 and
has not stopped since. He is
noted for his successful consumer boycotts and strikes.

1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sytvania

Stadtrfife

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

Offering you the best
in summer housing.
355-0717 224 E. Wooster
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Blotter
City.

D A North Main Street resident told police that a man was
stepping in front of traffic at the
Intersection of Ridge and Main
streets Sunday, reports said.
The man, identified as John
Burton of Toledo, said he was
waiting for a ride back to
Toledo, police said.
Q An Akron, Ohio, man said a
jean jacket valued at $50, a set of
keys, a wallet containing over
$40, a driver's license and
several credit cards were taken
from him at Uptown Sunday,
police said.

D Police investigated reports
of gunshots near the Mid-Wood
grain elevator Sunday, reports
said.
They were unable to find any
subjects in the area.
D The night manager of Buckeye Budget motel told police
Sunday about 10 to 12 males in a
room were being loud and obnoxious, according to police reports.
Police told the subjects to
quiet down or they would be arrested, reports said.
D Thieves took a white book
bag belonging to a University
student from Tier car parked in
the Village Green parking lot
sometime early Sunday morning, police said.
Q A resident on Manville

Avenue told police Sunday a
neighbor was having a barbecue
and, during the course of the
party, put a Christmas tree on
the grill and set it on fire, according to reports.
When police arrived, the tree
was gone. Police then warned
the hosts.
G A University student and a
student from Notre Dame University were arrested for petit
theft Saturday, police said.
Details regarding the arrest of
John Frederick MacQuarrie, the
Notre Dame student, and Lisa
A. Greenlee, 417 Offenhauer
Bast, were not available. The
amount in question was also
unavailable.

Campus.

a A complainant reported the
theft of a gold chain and a diamond ring at 10:30 a.m. Friday
in Bromfield (Harshman Quadrangle ). The theft was reported
after several visitors left the
room, a police report said. The
jewelry was worth $950.
DOnicers were called to Offenhauer West by hall staff late
Friday night when a resident refused to turn his stereo down.
The resident persisted in playing his stereo at an unacceptable
level and would not answer the
door when hall staff came to discuss the problem. Police told
him to turn the stereo down or be
arrested.
DA broken beer bottle was reported to be used to cut circular
grooves into the windshield of a

car in Lot 6 Sunday at 12:28 p.m.
A dent was made on the trunk
area by someone jumping on the
car. Damage estimated at $500.
GAn incident of four broken
windows in West Hall is under
investigation by campus police.
The incident was reported by a
student at 3:37 p.m. Sunday.
According to a police report,
damages appear to have been
caused by a sling shot. Police
have no suspects and there were
no injuries, Lt. Dave Weekley,
campus police patrol supervisor, said. Approximate value of
damages is $300.
A resident of Anderson Hall
(Harshman Quadrangle) was
arrested at 5:46 p.m. Thursday
and charged with four counts of
assault and two counts of aggra-

=CHARLESTOWN^
APARTMENTS

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

DAZE OF ROCK
Sunday, April 24th
1-5 pm between the Student
Services Building and Kreischer.
TWO GREAT BANDS!!!
Pittsburgh's 'Picture This'
and
Cleveland's 'Spoyld'

FRIDflV, APRIL 22ND
8-11 pm
BOLD ling Green's own
"On The flocks"
will be performing in
Chile's Snack Bar

CAMPUS FILMS
"The Gun Tighter"
Thursday, April 21st
9 pm - Gish Film Theater
"Roxanne"
Fri. and Sat., April 22 & 23
8 & 10 pm -210MSC
$1.50w/BGI.D.
'The Jerk"
Midnight-210 MSC
$1.50 w/BG I.D.

Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, professional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales of 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.
We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.
Fill out the attached coupon and return it to The KEY. Write your organization
oathe order so we may validate it.
D I'LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my ywrtxx*
when n arrives In September 1988 Ple»»e
Ml my bursar account

Date_Z__£__Permanent Zip Code.
iFw CM »^o WrtC.)

ORDER YOUR
1988 KEY
NOW!
Lilt price!* $17.95

X
a.

D I WONT BE MERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook Pieaee Ml my bursar account an
addNlonal $3 50 (or postage and handling
and send my yearbook to.

Please return card, by campus men. to The
KEY office. 28 West Hal. BGSU 43403
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The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
would like to wish the best of luck to their
graduating seniors
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ARTHUR WILLHITE
winner of the Union
Birthday Party
Scavenger Hunt

Help The KEY Set
A Record And We'll
Help Your
Favorite Charity

Name
Soc. Sec. No
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April 20-23 at 8:00p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall
TICKETS: Adults '5, Students/Sr. Cit. »3
For Reservations, call 372-2719

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

LU

GiveahooT
Don't pollute.

BGSU THEATRE PRESENTS

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.

UPDATE

Woodsy Owl for
^Clean Water

IN COOPERATION WITH TH[
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS.

MID AM MANOR

S
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vated menace, according to a
police report.
The student, who has allegedly been assaulting and menacing other residents in the form of
extorting cash and food from
them, was lodged in Wood
County jail but was released
Friday night, according to
police.
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Ginger Bachman
Sheryl Birkmire
Debhy Copen
Beth Dye
,

Judy Johnson
Julie Rayburn
Lisa Titterington
Lynn Gilsdorf
(alumna status)
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
■frOne and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
T^rHeat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
•it On Site Management
# Full-time Maintenance
irSwimming Pools
■frClose to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
■ft Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, V7 Weekdays
10-4 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays
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Clinic lets kids feel special
Student volunteers
make Saturdays fun
for children, family
fl

i
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Teresa von Deylen, junior special education major, gives her
partner, Kurt, gentle encouragement as he contemplates a plunge from
one of the low diving boards at Cooper Pool.
Michelle Mugnano, sophomore physical therapy major, applies a soothing touch to Barry, 12, as they relax in the Andrews Pool whirlpool.

Photos by
Rob Upton

Story by
Elizabeth
Kimes
Lynn Hall, junior special education major, and Michelle Mugnano, sophomore physical therapy major, give Emmy and Barry a chance to relax in the whirlpool aw,ay from the rest
of the group.

Ben Snyder knows he is special.
As he grasps a bowling ball
against his stomach, he confidently strides to the steel ramp
that will send the ball down the
hard wood alley.
"Watch me, he says to his
partner Jeff Shokles, senior
sports management major.
With a look of determination
and the aid of Shokles' arms
around him, he pushes the ball
down the ramp.
Slowly, the ball rolls toward
the ten pins, droning a methodical roar.
"Oh no, you're going to get
them all, Ben," Shokles says.
The 11-year-old watches with
anticipation as the black ball
knocks over eight of the pins.
But that is good enough for
him.
He throws his arms around
Shokles in triumph and plants a
kiss on his cheek.
Snyder and Shokles are one of
60 pairs of University students
and handicapped children and
adults who participate in the
Saturday Morning Recreation
Program every other week.
The participants range in age
from four to 27, and have a vari-

Jeff Shokles. senior jDorts management major, lends a helping hand to Ben Snyder, 11, as he
shoves the bowling ball down the ramp toward the pins.

ety of disabilities: spina bif ida,
blindness, hyperacuvity, multihandicaps.
Likewise, the students have as
many differences. Their majors
range from special education to
marketing.
Yet when they come together
six times during the semester,
the differences are unimportant.
Meeting for a few hours on
these Saturdays, the partners
partake in swimming, ice skating, basketball and bowling.
However, their interaction
does not end there.
According to a student coordinator Margo Elias, a lot of the
students calitheir partners during the week to see how they are
doing.

Many of the students meet
with their partners and their
families after the program for a
cup of coffee in the Union. Some
even babysit occasionally.
"The most unique thing about
this program is it involves not
only the students and the children, but the families as well,"
said Dolores Black, director of
the program.
Black, associate professor in
HPER, became involved in the
programs in 1975, when she fil-

led in as a volunteer for a friend.
However at the end of that
year, Betty Kratz, who was the
director, retired. Black decided
to take over, rather than see the
program end.
Since then, the program has
grown from eight visually impaired children to the 60 young
people and adults it now includes.
"We now are getting more
teenagers than younger kids and
it shows that there are no forms
of socialization for the disabled," Black said.
By not allowing any barriers
to get in the way of the disabled
participants, the program helps
in this socialization.
If a child cannot ice skate or is
physically unable to do so, he or
she is strapped into a chair and
pushed around the ice by a partner.
When a bowling ball is too
heavy, the partner walks the
child down the alley so the pins
are in reach.
"You can do the same thing a
hundred times and it's as much
fun that time as it was the first,"
said Carrie Fay, junior special
education major. "They really
appreciate it and they say
thanks with smiles and hugs."
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Business CISG at-Iarge
expands reps elected
overseas
The winners of the Undergraduate Student Government's 12 at-large representative positions are, in order of
number of votes received:
Linda Popovich. junior
political science and economics major, received 738
votes.
Sean Murphy, freshman
pyschology major, 606 votes.
DPam Uiovannetti, sophomore criminal justice major,
588 votes.
DMelissa Dunn, sophomore
criminal justice major, 581
votes.
□Kraig Baker, sophomore
liberal studies major, 553
votes.

by Jated O. Wadley
staff reporter

With more opportunities and
challenges in international construction, Northwest Ohio's
largest locally-owned construction company recently has been
expanding its business overseas.
Frederick (Fritz) Rudolph,
Cresident of Rudolph/Libbe
ic, said the company is involved in the international market because the opportunities
are tremendous.
During Friday's annual
awards and recognitions banquet by the College of Technology, Rudolph said international
marketing is extremely important to the construction industry
because there is a lot of competition.
"The market is changing. The
challenge is for the company to
learn to deal with people (in
other countries)," he said.
He said when companies work
with the If aneie and other foreign companies, one must remember the "three p's" —
patience, politeness and persistence.
Patience and politeness, he
said, are needed when working
with foreign companies because
there is a difference in languages. He said the company
must use an interpreter.
He recently helped form a
company in Ziamen, China, to
develop and market 60 acres of
industrially zoned land to United
States manufacturers.

ELECT

LOSEY
SHERIFF
Polalal AdvntMmtM
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D Colleen McGinty, sophomore political science major,
DMark Breen, sophomore
finance major, 521 votes.
i ] Christy Sellers, sophomore English and pre-law
major, 517 votes.
'Rich Cole, sophomore
finance major, 507 votes.
DKevin Moorman, sophomore business major, 481
votes.
Sidney Childs, junior
business pre-law major, 465
votes.
Charles Hillman, sophomore business major, 457
votes.

More people now live in
have survived the City of.
Los Angeles.
cancer than

CISG elections

Classified

D Continued from page 1.
which he said may be completed
on a trial and error basis for fall
semester, but will probably not
be implemented until spring
1989.
Peterson said he will also be
working to put his "round table"
plan into effect. A list of contacts
from all campus groups will be
compiled to allow an exchange
of ideas for over the summer,
and to keep the groups "informed and motivated," he said.
Peterson said he hopes to have
cabinet seats filled before the
semester concludes, so each
member will be prepared for
next year. He said he "has
heard'' his recent opponents are
interested in cabinet positions.
Rathburn and Zollins both
said they are considering being
involved in USG next year.
Taliaferro said the student
body should work with Peterson.
"I believe that a mandate has
been given by the student body
and I believe we need to stand
behind our new president — Tim
Peterson," Taliaferro said.
"Tim is an excellent candidate.
"The election is over. We all
have to pull together," he said.
"We have to stand together in a
unified fashion."

D Continued from page 1.
however, the vote proved differently.
Last week's three-day election comes less than three months after
University telecommunications, food service and custodial classified staff defeated representation by the Communication Workers of
America 175-89.
After the state legislation approved House Bill 309 in June 1985,
Sexton said a 19-member, volunteer subcommittee of the Classified
Staff Council was formed to study the University's structure.
Sexton said the committee met twice a week in the early stages,
and met once a week later.
Less than four weeks prior to the election, Bob Kreienkamp,
chairman of CSC, and the 309 committee met with 600 people in
small group meetings to inform them about the house bill.
"I think It was handled in the right way," Kreienkamp said. "We
took criticism having small meetings, but you don't get all the questions answered in a large meeting. My goal was to get the people to
vote and let them decide.
"We had good feedback from some people, but those who wrote to
theBG News saying they did not have enough information to vote,
didn't take the tune to get the information," he said.
Kreienkamp said he does not anticipate the Classified Staff Council working on another plan for awhile because it took three years to
develop the House Bill 309 plan.
He also said he was happy with the turnout, but disappointed that
192 classified staff chose not to vote since it affected the pay proposal.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH
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\WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

'WE
CARE!

you be around this summer?
If so, Join the WE CARE TEAM!

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

9:00-4:30

Monday - Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
Failures
HAVEN HOUSE
2
bedroom
-11/2
baths
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
Furnished - wall to wall carpeting
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
Extra large closets - linen closet
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
Gas heat and cooking
6TH AND 7TH
Laundry areas in each building
707 SIXTH ST.
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior
818 SEVENTH ST.

A variety of positions are available to help
with the fall Pre-Registration program for
new students and parents. Sign-up in 405
Student Services by April 29th!

PRE-REGISTRATION 1988
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A facility that features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment ]

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

55J MANUFACTURERS
00 HANOVER

Smart

Help your
parents
get through
college.
Just thinking about college tuition is
enough to make most parents break into
a sweat.
But can you blame them? When you
consider the cost of tuition, books,
dorms-not to mention pizza partiesyou're talking big bucks.
Which is why you should do some
talking. Like telling your parents about
the Education Loan Programs at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
At MHT, not only do we participate
in all three Federally guaranteed loan
programs, but we also work with state
and national agencies and can make
guaranteed loans in all 50 states.
In practically no time at all.
In a matter of minutes, MHT Student
Loan Processors can program your
information into our computerized loanprocessing system.
Within 24 hours, the Bank will get a
decision from the Guarantee Agency.
It's that simple. Better still, with MHT
your parents will get all the money they
need from one source.
Example: If your folks need more
money than government sources will
give them, we can offer them tailor-made
payment plans through The Education
Loan Program, Educational Lines of
Credit or Monthly Budget Program and
Pre-Payment Programs that make it
easy for your parents to fund themselves.
(The Education Loan Program, Monthly
Budget and Pre-Payment Programs are
offered through the Tuition Plan, a
company of Manufacturers Hanover.)
Once you get a loan from us, you can
be sure it'll stay with us. Because we've
never sold education loans to other
banks (unless the borrower asked us to).
So if you need money for school, call
1-800-MHT-GRAD and get yourself
an MHT Education Loan Application.
Then when your folks ask you about
tuition, at least you'll have an answer.
"No8weat."

The Consumer Banking Group
Memt»r FDK" (S> Rqual Opportunity Under. 0IMS
Manufacturer* Hanover Tru*t All right! rcverved.
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Presented by:

10K RUN

RACE
ORGANIZED BY:

SUNDAY, MAY 1ST9:00 AM
OTTAWA PARK
TO
PROMENADE PARK
RACE COURSE
(10K)

Souvenir Glass for Runners
Live Entertainment
Awards & Prizes
Post Race Festivities
Shuttle Service Available to Start
Call 472-6962 for more information

ENTRY FEE: $8.00, Deadline
for Entries 4/25/88 • Late Entry Fee: $12.00 Race Day
Registration: 7:00 am-8:30 am

Race through some of Toledo's oldest and finest
neighborhoods and parklands.
Special awards and Post-race festivities.
This 10,000 meter point to point course is pending TAC
certification.
Split times will be given at each mile marker.
In cooperation with:

The Toledo Hospital %^W^

CITIZENS'
ADVISORY
RECREATION
COMMISSION

Listen to:

1D5FM
For Race Details
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Ruggers 'on way to Monterey'
Stingy defense leads
to third-straight title
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

The NFL's Pittburgh Steelers
would have been proud of Bowling Green's rugby club for its
performance in the championship game of the Midwest Universities Cup at the intramural
fields, Sunday.
Why?
The Falcons, with a "Steel
Curtain" defense reminiscent of
Pittsburgh's in the 1970s, did not
allow fellow finalist Ohio State
to score early in the second half
when the Buckeyes were on the
home club's goal-line.
The defensive stand propelled
BG to its third-straight Midwest
title, 14-3, in front of an estimated 450 crazed fans.
With the victory, the Falcons
earned their third successive
trip to Monterey, Calif, for the
national final four, April 30 and
Mayl.
A gusting wind made conditions somewhat poor for rugby,
but BG, with the wind at its back
in the first half, was able to

Bowling Green rugby player Mark Manning (center) fights for the ball
after a line-out during the clubs' quarterfinal win over Slippery Rock Saturday in the Midwest Universities Cup at the Intramural fields. Manning is

jump to a 7-0 lead.
However, OSU could not do
the same with the wind at its
back in the second half, as the
Falcons held the Bucks scoreless for the first six minutes of
the final half.
"They did a good job early in
the second half," Buckeye head
coach Steve Finkel said. "It's
a shame we had to play in such
windy conditions. But to their
credit, they played better in the
wind than we did."
"That was the turning point in
the game," BG head coach
Roger Mazzarella said. "They
had us backed up and we stuffed
them. They came away with
nothing and I think that broke
their backs."
Falcon wing Tony Konzcak
said playing in the wind before
helped the BG cause.
'In windy games we like to
get the ball first and score as
much as we can, but we only
scored seven points," he said.
"(In the second half), we were
able to hold them when they
O See Ruggers, page 11.

Photo courtesy the Key/Brad Phalin
not alone as fellow teammates (left to right) Tom Brademeyer. Bret Lever.
Manning, Brock Hoover and Chris Kennedy are there for support.

Falcons open up with Dartmouth
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

The National Collegiate Rugby Championship will be the
same old party, so to speak.
Bowling Green will join Air
Force, Dartmouth and California-Berkeley in the final four
April 30 and May 1 to make the
same final four for the second
time in three years. San Diego
State defeated Cal-Berkeley in

the Pacific Coast regional for a
spot last year's final four.
This is the Falcons thirdstraight appearance.
Berkeley, the champion two
Sirs ago, opens with Air Force,
No. 1 club in the final regular-season poll, at noon on April
30. The Falcons play Dartmouth
at 1:45 p.m.
The No. 2 through No. 4 positions in the final poll were held
by BG, Dartmouth and Berkeley.

After losing to Air Force in the
semi-finals a year ago, BG
bested Dartmouth 25-7 in the
consolation. Falcon head coach
Roger Mazzarella said beating
Dartmouth last year should give
them an advantage.
"We know they're beatable,"
he said. "(And winning) that
game should help us psychologically against Berkeley/'
Mazzarella said BG and Berkeley should reach the finals.
D D □

Falcon wing Tony Konzcak is
one of four finalists for the
Woodley Award, rugby's equivalent to college football's Heisman Trophy.
"This is quite an honor," said
Konzcak, who has scored 98
points during the spring. "I
didn't expect anything out of rugby when I started to play. After
winning the Midwest, the nomination just adds to it."
O See Konzcak, page 10.

BGNews/
Dan Martello (right) and Mike Verdes celebrate after BO's 14-3 win over
Ohio State in the Midwest final. The Falcons play Dartmouth in the
national semi-finals April 30.

Chill no thrill for BG's Taylor
by Tom Skemivitz
sports editor

You can bet Scott Taylor paid special attention to last night's
weather forecast.
Taylor, Bowling Green's starting pitcher in today's first game of a
doubleheader with Kent State, wul throw despite a mere two-day
rest since beating Ohio University, 6-1, Saturday. The possibility of
frigid temperatures for the 1 p.m. game at Warren E. Steller Field
will play a factor in his attempt to win his third game against two
losses.
"(My pitching) will depend on the weather and how cold it is,"
Taylor said. "If it's cold, it might take something out of me."
Taylor, who often threw on two days rest at Defiance High School,
said the short vacation should not pose problems against the Golden
Flashes.
"I used to do alright (in high school)," Taylor said. "I would pitch
on Tuesdays and come back on Friday."
Taylor opened Saturday's doubleheader with a six-hit performance in the Falcons' 6-1 win. He struck out eight and walked only
one, while lowering his ERA to 2.28.

"I felt strong even though I didn't have my fastball," Taylor said.
"My off-speed stuff was working really well.
The Falcons gave Taylor all the runs he needed with a four-run
sixth inning. Rightfielder Kevin Ward led the attack with a three-run
home run, his 12th round-tripper of the season. Sophomore first
baseman Kyle Hockman also contributed with a two-run double in
the third inning.
Sophomore Shawn Gillenwater paced BG's 4-3 win in the nightcap,
lacing a seventh-inning single — his second hit of the game — to
drive in Mike Hayes with the game-winning run.
Ron Zurek's three-run homer had given the Falcons a 3-0 lead in
the second inning. But the Bobcats chipped away at Falcon pitchers
Chris Fuggit and Kevin Metzger to tie the game in the seventh.
Eric Moraw (3-2) picked up the win in a relief stint.
The wins offset a double-dip loss (7-2, 4-0) to the Bobcats on Friday. BG now owns a 2-4 Mid-American Conference record and 14-15-1
overall mark.
"If we wouldn't have won we'd be 0-6 and would have been in last
Elace behind Kent State," Zurek said. "That would've been too much
) come back from. The two straight victories were important. We're looking confident now."

Miwa no-hitter blanks Broncs
by Don Hensley
sports reporter

Photo/Sue Schulz
Bowling Green's Allison Brewton leads Ginger Lake (no affiliation)
on her way to a first-place finish in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles, Saturday, at Whlttaker Track. Brewton also won the high jump
with a leap of 5-6.

Brewton wins pair at WMG
Allison Brewton, doubling in the high jump and 400 meter
intermediate hurdles, won both events to lead Bowling Green's
women's track team past Western Michigan, 77-68, Saturday at
Whlttaker Track.
Brewton swept both events with a 54 leap in the high jump
and 1:05.9 time in the hurdles event.
Other BG winners included Mary Louis Zurbuch in the 5000
meters (17:51.8), Aliceson Humphries in the shot put (41-1/2),
Julie Eckloff in the javelin (114-3), Vicki Roseberry in the discus (148-4), Laura Schultes in the 800 meters (2:19.1) and Bonnie Ramsdell in the 3000 meters (10:08.6).
The win raised BG's dual meet record to 2-2 overall and 2-1 in
the Mid-American Conference.

The Bowling Green softball team rode the right
arm of senior Vicki Miwa this weekend, taking
three of four from Western Michigan.
Miwa. a senior sport management major, recorded her first career no-hitter, Friday, in the
second game of the doubleheader. She allowed
only three runners to reach base and no baserunner got as far as second. Miwa seemed in control
the whole game, but had to rely I
on the defense behind her to keep |
the Broncos off the bases.
"Throughout the game. I
never really realized it," Miwa
said. "We played great defense
all weekend and that game was |
no different"
The Falcons (19-17 overall, 10-41
in the Mid-American Confer-!
ence) opened the weekend series n,w
,
by taking Game 1, 5-1. The
*
women were paced by an offensive barrage which
saw BG collect 11 hits.
Leading the way was senior Cindi Williams who
was 2-4 with 3 RBIs. Also collecting two hits were
senior Amy Lienhardt, junior Barb Bishop, and

sophomore Michelle Clagett. Senior Edith Campbell scattered eight hits in posting her seventh victory this season against three defeats.
The second game saw Miwa's masterpiece as
BG posted a 7-0 victory. Lienhardt led the way
offensively, going 3-for-4 with a double, triple, and
four RBIs.
Saturday, BG Coach Gail Davenport called on
sophomore Lisa Hufford (6-6) to take the mound in
Game 3 of the four-game series. Hufford responded by posting a 3-2 victory. Hufford allowed only
five hits but needed help from Miwa, who struck
out the side in the sixth.
Leading the way offensively was Williams, who
went2-for-2.
Game 4 saw the Broncos (9-27,1-11) pick up their
first Mid-American Conference victory, beating
the Falcons, 3-1. Miwa (5-8) was the loser, giving
up seven hits. Leading the way for BG was Lienhardt and freshman Kim Still, who both had two
hits apiece.
"I was very pleased. Anytime you can take three
of four on the road it helps." said Davenport. "We
let up a little in the fourth game and they took it
away from us. Defensively our play was superb
throughout the weekend."
BG's victories moved it into a second-place tie
with Eastern Michigan, two games behind 8-2 Central Michigan. The Falcons look to continue their
success today, hosting Toledo at 2 p.m.

BG netters
finally win
The Bowling Green
women's tennis team
snapped a three year
drought with an 8-1 MidAmerican Conference victory at Ball State Saturday.
The win was the Falcon's
first in MAC dual meet action since the 1985 season.
BG went 0-6 in dual meets
last season.
Julie Banks suffered the
lone loss 6-3,6-4.
Nanette Zimmerman,
Andraea Dalmas and Kelly
King all won their singles
matches in straight sets,
while Brenda Conley and
Paula Pocock went three
sets to post victories.
Banks and Bonnie Oswald, Zimmerman and
Conley, and Dalmas and
Pocock all won doubles in
straight sets.
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Bongers, Latimer
star in scrimmage
Mark Bongers and Colby Latimer made the most of their
starting roles in Bowling
Green's spring football scrimmage Saturday.
Bongers, replacing wide
receiver Ron Heard who was
running with BG's track squad,
and Latoner, taking injured
nose guard Steve Rick's spot,
staredin the second scrimmage.
Bongers caught three passes,
one of which went for 35 yards
and a first down late in the
scrimmage, while Latimer,
listed at linebacker last season,
played with the first defensive
unit and registered three quarterback sacks.
"We're experimenting with
Latimer at nose guard," BG
head coach Moe Ankney said.
"We'll take another look at him
on film, but he was all over the
place today."
Rich Dackin quarterbacked
the first offense and led them to

a pair of touchdowns. He capped
one drive with a five-yarrJ TD
pass to fullback Ron Viscounte.
Dackin was 10-of-19 for 106
yards and one touchdown for the
day.
"I feltgood out there," Dackin
said. "The offensive line did a
nice lob of protecting me and the
receivers got open.
"Last week, I had one of those
days where I threw a couple bad
passes and an interception. This
week I felt good."
The line also did a good job
opening up the rushing game.
Tailback Mike McGee rushed
for 95 yards on five carries, including a 75 yard sprint for a
touchdown.
Ankney said McGee has had
two good scrimmages in a row.
The Falcons will hold their
final scrimmage of the spring
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in the
Brown — Orange Game at Doyt
Perry Field. Admission is free.

Large 1-item Pizza for

$5.00
iz2a
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Ron Heard dashed to a third-place finish in

352-3551

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
QROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Cl.v.land Sport
Parachuting School

218-548-4511

16199 Grova Rd.
Garratttvilla, Ohio 44231

NURSING
GRADS
Make the call
to your future.

&

Call us any weekday from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. We're eager to hear
from you.

TUESDAY IS LADIES NIGHT!
featuring - Wesley & Co.
DOORS OPEN
7:30

MM Lukc'l HosptUj IS an fqu*J opportunity employer m/llh.

ADMISSION
$2.00

SHOWTIME
8:00

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE

Wednesday - All request night!
* if you want to hear it,
we'll play it!

Saint Luke's Hospital
11311 Shaker Blvd. • Cleveland, OH 44104

Championshi
Friday in Oxford, and then
at the Baldwin-Wa:Uac
ace Invitational in
Berea, Saturday.
The Falcon women are at the Kentucky
Relays, Friday and Saturday, in Lexington,
Kent.

Konzcak.
D Continued from page 9.
The award, which will be presented in late May in Albany,
N.Y., is only in its second year.
Cal-Berkeley's Gary Hein won it
last year.
"It would be the happiest day
of my life," Konzcak said of if he
were to win. "Just to be classified with a player like Gary Hein
would be an honor. And it
wouldn't just be for mc, it would
be great if it were awarded to a
player from a small school like
However, Konzcak almost did

0-216-368-7456
Collect

Saint Luke's Hospital, a 474-bed teaching
and research hospital affiliated with Case
Western Reserve University School of Medicine, is an outstanding environment for beginning your nursing career. Learn about our many
advantages, including our programs for continuing
education, our orientations, our excellent patient-to-nurse
ratio, and our attractive salary /benefits package.

6-1 win.

the 100 meters with a time of : 10.94.
On the women's side, Beth Manson notched a fourth-place mark of 159-4 in the discus. Manson also recorded a mark of 45-9
1/2 in the shot put, but failed to place.
The Falcon men compete in the All-Ohio

SKYDIVING

II you're a graduating nurse, a
brief phone call can connect you with
some of the best nursing opportunities
being offered to upcoming nursing grads.

Ward's sixth-inning homer, his 12th of the year, paced BG in Its

Heard, Manson place at Dogwood Relays
A pair of Bowling Green Falcons placed at
Saturday's Dogwood Relays on the campus
of the University of Tennessee. Team scores
were not kept.

only at
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In The Swing Of Things
Bowling Green's slugger Kevin Ward follows through with a home-run cut
during the opener of Saturday's doubleheader at Warren E. Stellar Field.

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elective
and serve part-time in the Army Reserve or
National Guard, and you can get as much as
$4000 a year for college. That includes your
Guard or Reserve pay, the GI Bill and up to a
$1000 grant from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with a
college degree plus an Army Officer's
commission And all you have to do is use
your head.

u

kinko's
113 BK Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977

♦SUBMY*

Delivery Available
from 5-10 p.m.
WOODLAND MALL

*5%eSfa(s4&»a&e

353-0204

Sandwiches & Salads

PILLS N PACKAGES PHARMACY
rco/qateP-5

fcolqate^}

PAPER
TOWELS

ARMY ROTC

Find out more. Contact: Captain Gary Wirzylo,
Room 155 Memorial Hall 372-2476

• Copies
• Binding
• Passport Photos
• Floppy Disks
• Self-Serve Typewriters
• Stationery
• Laser Typesetting
• Pick-up & Delivery
• Self or Full Serve Macintosh/Laser Writers

"The Pharmacy that goes beyond your health care needs"

BOUNTY
THE SMABTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.

Kinko's is more
than copies!

BUY ONE
COME
BACK jwo-Fajj AND GET
ONE
ON
FREE!
TUESDAY!
Double The Value! Bu\ your favorite foollong
sub of regular salad on TUESDAY and get one
of equal or lesser price FREE"
(with purchase of 22-oz soft drink)
Not valid with any other coupons or offers

THE MORE YOU USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEY YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.

not get a chance to nominated
for the award.
He broke his collarbone with
three games remaining in the
fall season. Konzcak said the
possibilities of making another
appearance in Monterey was the
deciding factor in returning.
"I almost didn't come back
because I was scheduled to
graduate, but I decided to
comeback because I wanted go
to (Monterey) again," he said.
"But I was afraid to play my
game at first. I was afraid to hit.
"I finally starting playing my
game at the (Mia-American
Conference) championships last
weekend."

smut
Mil

77'

Located at 111 Railroad St.
Next to the Tracks

DIET 7-UP
7-UP
CHERRY 7-UP
AND OTHER
ASSORTED FLAVORS
It 02. N0N-MTUMA8U lOTTlES

1.49

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

REGUUR-9 01. WINTERFRESH GEL 8.2 01. TARTAR CONTROL OR OR
TARTAR CONTROL FORMULA - 8.1 0Z.

1.88
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BG netters swept
by BSU, Miami
by John Henderson
sports reporter

Bowline Green men's tennis
coach Bob Gill expected tough
matches from the MidAmerican Conference's top two
teams Friday and Saturday.
He got them as the Falcons
dropped a 9-0 decision to Ball
State Saturday and an 8-1 verdict to Miami Friday at BG's
Keef e Courts.
"I knew this wouldn't be the
funnest weekend for us. Ball
State and Miami are two very
quality teams, "Gill said.
BSU, winner of three consecutive MAC titles, started off the
day by sweeping the singles
matches. No. 1 singles player
Marty Reist defeated Andy Sallee, 6-2, 6-3, while No. 2 Eric
Nixon decisioned Ken Bruce,
6-3,7-5.
No. 3 Brian DeVirgilio downed
John Green, 6-2, 6-3, and No. 4
Mike Raymond defeated Peter
Ellsworth, 6-0, 6-4. No. S John
Noble defeated Steve Mudre,
6-3, 6-4, while No. 6 Todd Kafka
decisioned Doug Dickinson, 6-2,
64).
The Cardinals completed their
perfect day by taking all of the

doubles matches. No. 1 doubles
team Reist and Raymond
defeated Bruce and Ellsworth,
6-4, 6-4, and No. 2 team Nixon
and Noble downed Sallee and
Green, 6-2,6-2.
No. 3 team DeVirgilio and Kafka rolled past Mudre and Dickinson, 6-2,6-1.
"I wasn't really surprised or
disappointed with our guys
against Ball State." Gill said.
"It was just a matter of the superior tennis players winning."
Friday's match against
Miami was nearly a carbon copy
for the Falcons.
Miami took control immediately, winning five of the six
singles matches and all three
doubles.
No. 2 Bruce earned the lone
Falcon victory of the entire
weekend by downing Jim Sandor, 6-3,6-4.
"We played some close
matches with Miami, but some
unforced errors at key times
hurt us," Gill said. "Now that
this weekend is done, we'll find
out a lot about ourselves and
how we'll react to these losses
because we have four matches
in the next five days."
The Falcons host Wayne State
today at 3 p.m. in a nonconference match.

Ruggers
D Continued from page 9.
were going in, and one good
kick iced it for us."
Konzcak referred to his
penalty kick late in the second half, his second of the
which sealed the vic-

Photo/Sue Schulz
Bowling Green's Andy Sallee returns a Marty Reist volley with a backhand
in Saturday's contest between the Falcons and Ball State. Sallee lost to
Reist (2-6, 2-4) as did BG. 90, to the Cardinals.

^YYV

opened the scoring in
the first half on Konzcak's
first penalty kick to take an
early M lead. The club kept
the pressure on OSU, with the
biggest play of the opening
half being supplied by Dallas
Black.
OSU tried to punt the ball
out of its own end zone, but
Black come from his loose
forward position in the pack
to block the kick. BG gained
control and later scored on
BobMateljan'stry.
Konzcak's missed conversion from a bad angle left BG
in front, 7-0. The score remained that way until the
half.
"Our loose forwards have
been making the plays all
year." said Mazzarella of
Black and Al Caserta. the

other loose forward.
In the second half, OSU
failed to score until a 35-yard
drop kick by Ron Bowers. But
BG came right back down the
field and scored on Konzcak's
second penalty kick.
The Buckeyes then made
what Mazzarella called a
"bad strategical" error.
OSU had the ball only five
yards away from the endzone
in a penalty situation. Instead
of going for the try, Bucks'
captain Steve Pael elected to
have his squad line up for a
penalty kick. OSU missed and
never threatened again.
"(Pael) made the right call
in tbe situation," Finkel refuted.
Forward Todd Haitz capped the score with a try late in
the game. On the play, Haitz
tip-toed down the sideline and
was just able to get the ball
over the goalline.
Konzcak, who scored 36
points in BG's four tourney
wins, received the Outstanding Back Award. Miami's
Todd Cope was honored as the
Outstanding Forward.

TEST YOUR
STRENGTH. *

AMBKAN
CANCM
SOOETY"

»6No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.w

ELECT

LOSEY

SHERIFF
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CLASSES
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l5°o Student Disct.
Fabrics. Notions. Patterns
165 N. Main
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3521282
TONIGHT IS POPCORN NITE
All Popcorn 112 Price

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start n i giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone?
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

,

BILOXI

^fflUES
SHOWS AT 7:15 4 9:15

Attent.w*..
Graphic Arts
and
VCT majors
Student Publications
is now interviewing
for
WODUCTION ASSISTANT
positions
for Foil 1988.
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The right choice.

Interested parties
may apply at
Student Employment,
460 Student Services Building.
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LOST COLORING
Left In the tech building Tuesday 4-12
of KIM at 2-8119 or 353-1818 with any sv
formatJoni

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • Attention AJ Education Majors ■ *
ACE meeting Aprs 21 a! 7 30
In 404 Moseley he*. This rs our FINAL meetmgll
•■ Door Prim'"
Homecoming Banner Contest appliesttons available el the Mlletl Alumni Center.
Deadline April 22.
1MB

RIDES
Gred student needs rtda to Chicago area the
weekend ol April 322 WHang to share expense*. Please contact Ken 372-2230 before 7
PM and 352-5487 after 7 pm

ALL YC4J CAN EAT PIZZA
SttngereCsfe
Morvdey-Weavssdsy Friday
2-5 PM $3.75

Alpha Chi Seniors
We hope you enjoyed the tnbuts to you last
right. Congratulations to you end al of the
achievements you have made. Wei miss you
all
Alpha CM Love. Your Slaters
Alpha Gamma Delta
Go for the Gold Greek Week 1888
Alpha Sigma Phi
Phi Delta Theta
Go for the Gold Greek Week 1888

A to Z-Wei pack « ship
UPS' Federal Express
148 S Mean 352-5042

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4 30
400 Mown, Hall
Coma Join ual
OCM8 4741

Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center for Choice II. ToleoO.O 265-7788

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Fri. 2-7 PM
SThMGEH'SCAFE

EUROPE, (29.60 A DAY: Visit 7 countries by
bus. camp at night. Contact your travel sgent or
TRADEWINO TRAVELLERS CLUB. 12121
632-8072

Drveat now! Fight reciemapartheid' Rety Thors
April 21. II 30 AM. Union Oval. (Rein date
Mon AprH 25). Hear speakers! Bring a friendposter PSO and Bales welcome you!

GRADUATING SENIORS 5 QUALIFYING JUNIORS!
aitsfsslsd In a career frying Ngh performance
mWary JET aircraft m the Air National Guard?
Csl Dave PHer (4181 886-2035

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
ELECTIONS FOR NEW POSITIONS
VP Membership
V.P. Advertising
USG Representative
Tonight 7:30
BA114
LAST MEETING OF SEMESTER
FULL SCHEDULES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO
CAMPUS ADDRESSES. ON CAMPUS MAILBOXES. OR
HOME ADDRESSES BEGINNING APRIL 21
YOU MUST BRING THE MOST RECETN COPY
OF YOUR SCHEDULE TO BE ADMITTED TO
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION WtU BE OPEN UNTIL 7 00
PM
ON WEDNESDAY. APRIL 27.

Typing and Word Processing Over ten years
executive aecretary experience. Call
874-34841
TYPING SERVICES for el types ol papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy.
Cat 352-3887 from 8 am to 8 p m

•Catch the WAVE Special'
AH perms S40 (Includes cull
Expires April JOth
Phone: 353-WAVE
Attention Alpha Chi's
A serious case of BETA FEVER Is rapkfy
spreading through the house. Have you caught
it yet? If not. You're NEXT!

AX0 - Joteen. Ginger, end Saundrs - AXO
You guys sre AWESOME
•ETA coaches!
Thanka tor your dedication!
Alpha Chis Ju st Wsnns Have Fun
BETA 500 1888
UTB,
Allison
B.Q Greeks Be Sure to Attend
JUNIOR OLYMPICS Tuea 4-18 6-8 PM
B 0 S U Stadium Parking Lot
Be Sue to Wear Your Greek Week Tatar!
Becce - Congratulations - Becca
'' Mortar Board President''
Nothing but the beat!!
Love
"nahhssd"

WE REPAIR MOST TYPEWRITERS AND
CALCS LARGE STOCK OF RIBBONS. OFFICE 6 SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND OFFICE
MACHINES-EVERYTHING REPAIRED ON
PREMISES OFFICE WORKS-1046 N MAIN
352-1820 BACK OF ACE HOWE

BETA 500
Kappa Delta Spirit
GREEK WEEK
Kappa Delta Sprit

"NEED A CARING RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
CALL
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT 364-HOPE FOR
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING,
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
We're here to help you through"

HSA Presents
A itsriaislnn on the Occult by Robert Vandehorst. speoaast in the area.
Tuesday. April 8
8.30 PM
in the Honors Center (below Kreischer)
Free end open to si.
HSA- more then meets the eye

DELTA ZETA
Beta 500
DELTA ZETA

HELP WANTED

Hey Betas—ws want to

IT'S
COLLEGE NIOHT
■si

DOWNTOWN to.
THURSDAY, APRH 21

KAPPA DELTA
BETA 600
KAPPA DELTA
WE'VE GOT THE SPIRIT
KAPPA DELTA
CAN'T BE BEAT
Lester-You srs s greet friend and a vary special person. Thank you for the encouragement end
laughter you bring into my Me. Get psyched tor
the summer!
at pizza reefy better than sex!? Hmmm Good
Question!
Lovs
"fish head"
Phi Beta Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Go lor me Gok) Greek Week 1986

BETA 500
PHIMU
BETA 600

PtlTeus,
The slaters ol Delta Zeta would Ike to wish you
the best of luck st Beta! Wal be there cheering
you on!
-TheDZ'a

■ETA 600
PHIMU
WE'VE OOT THE SPIRIT!

PERSONALS

International RekMione Orgenizatkxi
wil holding Its final meeting this school year to
select officers lor next year The meeting will
be held April 21st at 7 30 PM in room 203
Hayes Hal Anyone Interested please come

Gamma Phi Beta
Delta Zeta
Go tor the Gold Greek Week 1888

Have you ever wondered about the Occult?
Come task to someone who spscataZSS In the
study ol this es wel es mind control end cults
When? Tueedey. April 19
8:30 PM
m the Honors Center (below Kreischer)
Ftss and open to at-aponaorad by ths Honors
Student Aaeoclehon
HSA-more than meets ths sys.

April WAVES bring May Raves

JaA Formal Meeting
k/jrl ISthMcFal Center
Jeffrey Bryden Senior VP
Metdrum end Fewsmrth Ad Agency

We buy cars: wrecked, junked or anytrvng'
PH 362-6134

Get more out ol your summer Job than lust •
psychsckl Academic recognition Is anaemia al
no charge Csl Co-op Office st 372-2461, or
slop by 238 Admin BUg

SERVICES OFFERED
24 HOUR
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
352 1618

Friday. Aprt 22nd from 6 to 11 PM
"On the Bocks" Is coming to
Chey's Snack Bar

BETAS
The A-CM-Oe would Ike to wlah you the best ol
luck m preparing tor the 25th snnusl Event ol
the Year'

PI Beta Phi
would eke to congratulate
Becky Bucherwc
Pern Fete
Msrne Kaulmsn
on attending the
VIP Senior Reception"
We love you"

DELTA ZETA SENIORS ARE GREAT!!

You mean more lo me
than worda can ever say!
I Love You'
Philip

SlgEp Beta Teem
A MAN WHO WINS
IS A MAN WHO THINKS HE CAN WIN
The Coaches

for
President
Al students interested n working with the Du-

• WANTED •

'"..T"*"'..0*"!"?" °°T*'"tlHl'
organ****- meeting and get al the Inform.-

Vet*** lor the IM HOMECOMING PAR.^ , „lerM1M #mt conaa g^ „„,, „

vu-~!2f—on
Wa*v»edey>prl 20

tkxi you need to put Mike m the White House
TONIGHT TUESDAY APRIL HTH18M

372-1795ot Doug Chorpennmo at 372 1885
<»3oruoug>,norpenn^gai jr< roes

8-10PM
in the Hoftom Center (belrjw Krek>dver)

200 MOSELEY HALL 9:00 PM
MORE INFO. CALL JNa 354-1030

MAY PEACE PREVAIL ON EARTH
Join us Wed. 2:30 PM Union Oval
to take PEACE POLE petition s
to President's Office

—
„,..._ ^—TT—^7t
T
Progressive Student Organization (PSO) meeta
tonight 8pm. Stale Room. University Umon to
discuss iseuee effecting students and el olh
srs racism, seiosm. drvsstment, apartheid, tutIon increase, etc Please torn us to effect
Changs For more Wo. csl 362-7534 or write

jJ^S^Z^S'^Z,,
'^lo^T

Cmdy Som-w-K Gish Tf-eter was n«r*d
sftsr UNn Ok*, who was the BA Building

334 N Mean St 352-8001
CM tor Rides

"*m*a*ly
._
.
CorirystueMlone on receiving your lour gude
position
Lovs, your Phi Mu sisters

A Winning Tradition

STINGER'S CAFE
S 78 Subs after 10PM
Eat si only.
Theta Chi Lale Spring Rush
RUSH Theta Civ
RUSH Theta CN
RUSH Theta Chi
Tuesday -Thursday Apr! 18-21
7:30-8.30
RUSH Theta CN
RUSH Theta CW
RUSH Theta Chi
352-8001

TEST PREPARATION TEXTBOOK READING
"Time Sever II: Tips lor Efficient Textbok Reeding
Aprt 20-3 30 to 4 30 PM or
Aprt 21-4 00 to 5 O0PM
LOCATION 213 Mceeley Hal Study Skats Ctr
REGISTRATION IS UMITEO-CALL 372-8840
Tom Gorman
The hit of the HSA Fal Coffeehouse wW be giving a one-night-only concert
Wednesday. Aprt 20
tromS-IOPM
in the Honors Center (below Kreischer)
Admission la tiee-sponsored by the Honors
Student Association
HSA-more than meeta the eye'

• • • "Theta Chi Late Spring Rush* • • ■
RUSH Theta Chi
RUSH Theta Chi
RUSH Theta Chi
Tuesday-Thursday April 18-21
7 30-8:30
RUSH Thsts Chi
RUSH Theta Chi
RUSH Theta Chi
362-8001
"••THETAFEST""
They said It couldn't happen Thetateel 88 Is
posting Apr! 30th

•100 to the person who returns my leather
jacket which was taken from the Tech Building
on Wednesday Apr! 13 No questions asked. I
lus! went it beck Csl Jim at 363-1228

ArJrisselonletrsslll
Sponsored by the Honors Student Aaaodenon
HSA-More than meets the eye!
Don'l miss mil
B»GrlrvJe.
HII How ya doing? Would you Ike to go to the
AXO lormsl this Saturday? Oh. I forgot, it wae
last Saturday Did I miss it?

POBOklOI.Csrnpu.
Rety agamst racism-apartheid and for divestmart. Thurs Apr 21. Union Oval. 11 30 AM to
1:00 PM (Rski date Mon Apr 25) Heer varioua
i; Bring friend and-or poster PSO end
urge you to Study and Stnjggts.

LOST ft FOUND

BQ'e own Tom Gorman

ADPI • Lease LeRoy • ADPI
Thanka for si your hard work on GREEK
WEEK-yours doing GREAT! LAL. Your ADPI
setters

LOST Brown puppy, blue bandana, around N
Mam area Cell 353 3429

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
StmgersCefe
Monday-WedneadayFrlday
2-5 PM S3 76

LOST DRIVER'S LICENSE NEEO RETURNED
FOR COURT 823-3325 TIM BARR

CONGRATULATIONS
CAL. TUBBS, AND BIO ED ON REMAKING
THE MAC'S BEST CHEERLEAOING SQUAD.
KEEP THE NEW KID'S IN LINE!
SCOTT 0.
CRAZY DREW'S TAPE SALE
1tap*-t4
2tapss-S7
3tapss-S10
Bay Idol. Danny Weson. Loverboy, Men st
Work. Sing & much more'
Csl Most 2-14411
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Men -Fit 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
DAZE OF ROCK - Aprt 24th
1 -6 PM between Student Servtcee 6 Kreischsr
Two Bende-'Plcture True'' 6 "Spoyld"
DZDZDZ
We may lovs turtles
oulwa will run like rabbMs
on Aprt 23
Beta 600
Energetic Individual to Live and Travel with
professional family for one year Start 8-01-88
ReeponsMtss Include Child care and household management assistance Tremendous opportunity for personal growth. Write to PSA.
PO Box 584 Perrysburg. OH 43551 or Csl
(418)874-2121

STINGER'S CAFE
S 78 Sobe aflat 10 PM
Eat m only.

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
Mark S Kety. Conductor
Wednesday. Aprl 20
8:00 PM
KobeckerHal
FREE

TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE MY PLASTIC
KHAKI AND BLACK PURSE SATURDAY AT
UPTOWN: YOU HAVE UNTIL WEO . APR. 20
TO RETURN BEFORE YOU ARE IDENTIFIED
TO POLICE BY A WITNESS-NJW

WANTED
1 or 2 female roommates needed for 88-89
school year. Prefer non-smokers Greet location Reasonable rant 3644)881 ask for Jans.
CM after 5 PM
1-2 female roommstss needed to share a nice
2 bedroom apartment doss to campus for ths
snap summer Csl 3530205 slier 5 PM
3 femslea to sublease 2 bdrm. apt. for summer
Located al visage Green Apt* near bus station
Has AC 6 dean outdoor pool Cel Kim or ColWon et 353 1877
Anyone lookng for a non-smoking female ChrisBan roorrimsts for 88-68 school year, please
csl ANSI at 364-8814
F. rmte for any one or comc-nebon of the next
3 terms (summer, let. spring). Nice 2 parson
apt doss to campus Please csl Trade
353-5020
GOBUCKSI
Need a fourth femes* tor Apt next year at osu
Cat 372-5771 ASAP
HELP USI 3 non-smoking lemeie roommates
needed to sub-leeae an E Wooster apt lor the
summer $136 mo. 6 alec Cat please' Chris
372-4800
Mats eutliaair needed tor summer 88 Air
conditioning, yard, dose to campus. 363-2268
rent negoheble
NEED SUMMER HOUSING?
CONTACT ROCHELLE 372-6541
Headed: 1 male roommete to euClssas Scon
Hsmston apt. for summer semeeler Close to
campus. reeeorvable rent Csl Rich 354-4824

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
Free Delivery
Expire. 4-30-88

W|Y

L

\

352-5166

4:00 p.m.
Not valid with any other offar

BIRTH
CONTROL
Confidential care
Fee adjusted lo income

354-3540
Planned
Parenthood
BradMoDerlU

Needed: One female roommete to lease large
apartment lor 88-88 Cal Karen or Carolyn at
353-2848
Needed: Two female roommatea to aublaaae
large apartment for eummsr Cal Carolyn or
Use at 353-2848
One mess to aubleess tor eummsr $150 s mo
pkis utl Contact Owen st 353-0877- close to
campus

AnenMonl
Graphic Arts t VCT mayors
Student Publications Is now Interviewing lor Fal
88 production assistants Apply st Student
Employment. 480 Student Servtoss.
Beoyslttsr In my Perrysburg horns 2 PM-6 PM
4 days s week One and two year olds Cal Taly at 874-8076 from 10 AM 1 PM
Bartender, part-time: nights and weekends.
Apply between 2-4 PM M F at the Elks Club,
20OCsmpbelRd 352-2148
GEALIGA LAKE SUMMER INTERNSHIP
Excetsnt opportunity lor professional minded
individual to work as a Group Coordinator for
the Sales-Promotions department. Send resume to Qeauga Lake. 1060 Aurora Road,
Aurora. OH 44202, Attn Sales Manager
HELP WANTED (SUMMER) The Association
tor the Help ol Retarded Chedren. Nassau
County Chaptor, operates a summer residential
camp lor menlaty retarded chldren and adults
In the CatakB Mountains at Hunter. NY. from
June 20 to Aug 20 MEN and women needed
for paid positions Cabin Counselors. Instructor
Counselors In Music. Danes. Drama. Sawing.
Cooking, Woodshop. Athletics. RscrssoOn.
WSI, Lifeguards. Office Sscrstary. For Information, write CAMP LOYALTOWN, AHRC, 188
Whoetley Road, Brookvla. NY 11646, or eel
(616) 828-1000, Mon Fri 8:30 AM-430
PM. Help us give the mentaly retarded an en(cyst* vacation!
HIRING! Government lobe - your area
$16,000-68,000. Cal (602) 636-8886 EXT
4244
Immediate Psrt-Tlme 6 FuH-Tlme Summer
Ernployment Available. Our comperry Is seeking several employees to perform uneklsed Ught
production work Flexible hours around doss
achedulsa can be arranged or Iu4 Bme In summer The rate of wage la S3 35 per hour If Interested, stop by or cal the company office st
362-5525 Advsncsd Specialty Products, he.
428CtoughSt, Bowing Green, Ohio.
Long and snort term temporary assignments
available for summer employment.
Medical secretaries, leceptloniets and
transcribers needed Csl 21 6-461-8955
lor further information
MEDICAL OFFICE SERVICE. INC
6803 MeylteM Roed
Cleveland, Otto 44124
Looking for part-time work and only night nmee
available? Night time is the right bme M Henry
J's Limited waitress, writer & floor walker openings lor energetic, honest A outgoing people
Apply et the only fun place to work. Henry J'a
Wed Sun Alter 8 PM. 1532 S.Byrne In ths
Glenbym Shopping Center.
Merkeorvj RepKlnko's Copies enjoy s pert time ooettion promoting Kmkot servicea throughout the acad
rrec ccrnrnunty Excsssnt pay and cornrnleslon
structure for the right person. Apply In person
« Klnko's Copies. 113 Ralkoed SI Bowling
Green OH
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS Part Tims
POSITIONS for summer. Churches Supermarket
1141 S Main. BO
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED
WHO ME? Yes, you, too, can havs a aotietying
summer as s counselor In s United Methodiet
Church camp' ff you ska chsorsn, enjoy being
otudoors and want to Bhsrs your faith, phone
1-800-762-7932 for more mlormetlon and an
Summer Jobs. Toledo based distributer has
openings in outside sales Base pay pkis commission of up to $500 per week possible for
ambitious goal-oriented person Must bs lying
In BO-Tdedo area this summer. Cal (418)
882-3712
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - Fins residential
eemp tor girls In Vermont seeking women
counselors-instructors. mid-June through
mld-Auguet- Gymnastics, tennis, aalHng, riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics.
Mis $ crafts, Held sports, tripping Instructors.
Also sscrstary. Non-smokers, good cheracter
4 love ol children. Call or writs Loeheern
Camp, Box 600, Post Mats, VT 05051. (S02)
391-4211.

TOLEDO HILTON wtl heve poefflone available
for the summer at Hie front desk and tor nkjht
auditors. PBX operstors, and rood A beverage
trees PtoSM csl 372-2461 it you are misrestsd or stop by ths Coop Offics. 238 Admin

FOR SALE
1886 CJ7 Jssp. softop. 4x4, 4 speed, good
oonatton. Csl: 267-3867, 287-4018
1986 Chevy Spectrum, 4 door. 5 speed,
stereo. AC, good eond 20.000 ml $6200 or
take over payments CM362-6761
76 Ford Mustang Good CorvJtton Must set
$560-1 large ptrane and 20 galon lank $60
353-7720
78 Olds Cutlass
AM-FM Stereo - Good CondMon - $1700
384-4628

1 semester Islleese $340 a month Furnished
efficiency Al utaVJss paid Limited number left
PH 364-3182 or 362-1520
1 -2 BEDROOM APT
School year, yser, summsr lasses svsaable • S
IV Rentals 352-7454
2 bdrm furnished apt Close to campus and
downtown AvasableMey 15 352-5388
2 BDRM HOUSE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR BE
GJrSMNG FALL. 238 S COLLEGE CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, FULLY FURNISHED. AC FAMILY
OR 3 PEOPLE. OWNER PAYS GAS
S550/MO 363-4688
2 bdrm. apt for summer 88 Cloee to campus
pod, AC, dishwasher. 1. 2 or 3 rmtss Renl
Negot 352-4990 or 362-2027
2 bdrm. duplex lor summsr 68 146 Manvile
372-4132
2 BEDROOM FURN S UNFURN
FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAIO
AVAIL SUMMER 19-12 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGERS CAFE
362-1800 EVENINGS 6 WEEKENO
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

2bdrm deluxe apts Summer only $500 Cel
052-3445.
3 bdrm house avail 5-20-88 420 S College
$460 per month Steve Smith-352-8817
FOR RENT
Excelent location on comer of Court and Summit Street Summer only. $80 a mo ee for tour
students Utl Included Cal lor less than four or
ntormabon 352-2832
FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
112 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
OASHEATPAID
AVAILABLE FALL S SPRING SEMESTERS
312-1 BOO EVENINGS 1 WEEKENDS
352-4173 WEEKDAYS

GRADS OR QUIET UNDERQRADS
2 bdrm 2-3 people 12 month leese
FREE heat. AC. cooking, water
VERY ATTRACTIVE BUrlDrNQ
352-3445
We have a lew summer rentals
stool

GREAT SUMMER HOUSING
AT GREAT SUMMER PRICES!
Ws otter you sn sitenstve
list ol epertments and houses
far the summsr months
Oreet Locations -Greet Prices
New love Rentals
321S. Main - 352-6620
HOUSES FOR 88-88 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 364-7701
OR 352-2330 AFTER 5 00

Jey Mar Apartments
2bdrm. summer-fell rentals
deep, affordable and prtvateiy owned
We cere about you
Furn, unfum, laundry, AC
Special: FREE Cede TV
nstssstion I Issssd for Fal by 6-16-88

354-6036
Live along lor the summer'
vi a specious efficiency on Manv*e
Csl during ths day Chrle-372 2848
evening 354-3057

UWCLOaETOCAesPUS
Buff Apts. 1470-1410 Clough SI
Furn. 2 bdrm. apt. t month leaSS
FREE heat, weter $ sewer, private parking
Isundry fscHmss
Newtove Rentals
162-6(20
12$ s. Main

Must aubleeae 1 bedroom In a 2 bedroom apt.
Rent $180 for June, July. Aug. Good neighborhood Own room. AC Cel 354-4903

I to lucllell Studto Apartment lor ths
■r. Rent $160 a mo negotiable Cal
Scott at 353-7311

Now leesmg-Msy 1 Aug lessee 1.2. 3 bdrm.
apts 1 houses vee, we do alow pets.
353 1336
Perrysburg Inn
26064 St Rt 26 (at 1-475)
Specie! student rate-S 18 (acts)
phones, special monthly, weekly, and exam
ratee
m-room movies, HBO Watsrbede

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER AND OR FALL
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APT CALL 353-7617

ATARI COMPUTER 1*0 XE. ATARI 10-27
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER. ATARI 10-10
PROGRAM RECORDER. ASKING 1350 USED
COUPLE Of TIMES.

SUBLET EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER
Across Mac-Dorm Rent: $136 par month 1
eiec FREE AC Cal 352 7716 (8-9pm|

Dorm refrigeratoronly 9 months used! $46 Cal Jsnrry 372-3666

WANTED Two fsrnett roommeles for let
lenmsai Nice apartment, doss to csmpua.
Please cat ktchsss at 372-3480 or Jenny at
372-4714

1 bdrm. house tor summer 1866. 128 S
Summit 1-267-3341

8749363

WANTED:
1 lemeie roommate needed for an apt. nsxl
year ITsosonsbt* rate, dose to campus. Cal:
372-4624 or 4526

WANTED One person to help lucliaes. for
summer, house on Man real One block from
csmpua. Own Room, vary affordable Cal
372-1173

1 bdrm apt doss to campus aval June 10
$186smo plus utl Cel 354-1078after 6 PM

7t FORD MIMTANO SUNROOF. AMFM
CASS LOSS Of NEW PARTS. RUNS QREATI
ASKING $1000. CALL 352-0701. LEAVE A
MESSAGE

Commodore 128 Computer and Owkdrtve. Two
pkge softwers included 372-4132

WANTED: Christian lemeie roommete tor this
summer Starting either during the Mey session
or Juns session unol the ending ol the seeelon
si August. Two bedroom apartment doss to
campus Csl 353-8208

FOR RENT

Mg

Three tnsndfy girls need 1 female for Sum a F
88 t Sp 88 Specious 2 bdrm apt on 6th 1
Hash. Offers pd ges 1 low rent Cel us si
363-1288!

Wanted 2 fmrree rmmtes. for summer MayAug. Houae-cloee to csrnpue and CHEAP rsnt.
Cal A S A P Marcels 353-0134.

SUNGLASSES
VUARNET. RAY BAN
SERENGETTI. WAYFARER
10H DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 362 2502

200 Counaekxt t Instructors Neededl Private, coed summer camp In Poceno Mountains, Northeastern Penn Lohftan, PO BOX
21410, KenlNrorth, NJ 07031 (201 -ITS-QMS.

Bslhsny-

Mike Dukakis
lor
President
Mike Dukakis

Sony double cassette pieyer lor sale Portable
also mdudea AM-FM redio sskjng $45 Cel
3532363

Coupon Books lor only $50 Jenny 372-3565

Summer Rentals- 3 month
Arjertments-Housee-Roome
Phone 362-7366

FOR 8ALE-1 MO SUZUKI
LOW MILES I50CC
ASKING SHOO 352-6011

Summsr Sublesee 311 S Mem Large tun*
shod 2 bdrm apt $360 per month Csl Laura
352-0078

ForSele 1986Suzuki650Mmtccodrlion Low
messse Cal 352-1961

SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apt. one
or two persona AC. basic cabkt. no deposit
352-3042

FOR SALE: EARTH TONE LOVE SEAT-SLEEPER COUCH. ASKING $70. CALL
3620701 LEAVE MESSAGE
KMJAHA
For sals. $76 or bast offer Ssfloua cess only
353-4626
aUMCY WfflOHT SYSTEM with bench and free
eland. Good condieon, hardly used. MUST
BELLI Asking $300 Cel 354-0108 earty
mornings and weekends
Pod Cue-Schmelie. 18 oz fantastic balance
excsssnt conation. $46. cel 364-2726 momirvgs or svsrvngs ener 10

Summer Outtossstl needed lor 4-bedroom
house, price nerjoBsbaa. Cal for
372-4575
UfHOUE COLLEGE APARTMENTSI
22SS. College
Live cloee to cempua In epertments
with oozy cottage charm I
1 BerJiOtMi, furnished epertments
FREE HEAT, WATER 1 SEWER
Newtove Renteie 121S. Male
1124*20

